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First Steps in Writing
What iS a Sentence?



Students get an introduction to writing skills with these
step-by-step activities designed to show how sentences are
created. Starting with the concept of what a sentence is, the
lessons progress into sequencing a group of words into a complete
sentence.

Engaging illustrations provide visual clues to inspire
beginning writers to write original sentences describing them.
The essential practice these lessons offer will help build a
foundation for writing success. The post-test on page 21 can be
used as an assessment tool.

To reinforce a sense of accomplishment when all of the
activities have been completed, we have included a certificate of
achievement at the end of the book. The certificate can be filled
out and signed by the parent or teacher and colored in by the
student.
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Finish the sentence.

Down by the
pond.

The cat chased
the ball.

My little dog.

Under the
fence.

I like school.

Today is
Monday.

A sentence is a group of words that makes sense.

What is a sentence?

Read each group of words.  Color the bananas:

Yellow - sentence
Green - not a sentence

Monkeys like
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A Sentence Makes Sense

Read each group of words.  Color                if it is a sentence.

Color                    if it is not a sentence.

1. I like school.

2. Ride the bus.

3. Games at recess.

4. I do my work.

5. The bell rings.

Write your own sentence about school.



Name_______________________________________________________
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A Sentence Makes Sense

Read each group of words.  Color                        if it is a sentence.

Color                                if it is not a sentence.

Write your own sentence about the zoo.

1. We went to the zoo.

2. We saw elephants and.

3. The monkeys were funny.

4. The tigers and lions.

5. I ate two hot dogs.
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A Sentence Tells A Complete Idea

Read the words on the cheese. Write the
words in the correct order to make a sentence.

is

mouse.
Mac

little
a

cheese. He

likesto
eat

cat.

Mac
is

Write a sentence about a cat.

of

afraid
the
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A Sentence Tells A Complete Idea
My dad carved a pumpkin.

Choose the ending that makes sense.  Write the whole sentence.

three big scoops.

likes ice cream.Ike

Mrs. Drake

baked a cake.

birthday party.

likes his sled.

in the snow.Fred



Name_______________________________________________________
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A Sentence Has Two Parts
Use the pictures to help you match the parts.

sips a soda.

waits for the bus.

jumps rope.

eats squid.

Bess

Susie

Sid

Justin

4.

3.

2.

1.

Write the sentences.




